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Abstract—Comparing genomes to identify polymorphisms
is a difficult task, especially beyond single nucleotide polymorphisms. Polymorphism detection is important in disease
association studies as well as in phylogenetic tree reconstruction. We present a method for identifying polymorphisms
in genomes by using a modified version de Bruijn graphs,
data structures widely used in genome assembly from NextGeneration Sequencing. Using our method, we are able to
identify polymorphisms that exist within a genome as well as
well as see graph structures that form in the de Bruijn graph
for particular types of polymorphisms (translocations, etc.)
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I. I NTRODUCTION
Detecting polymorphisms in the genome is an important
task for an individual specimen (disease association studies)
and for a species as whole (phylogenetic tree reconstruction).
Whether it be identifying single nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) in an individual compared to a reference genome
or comparing different species, identifying polymorphic differences is a difficult task. Methods, however, are usually
extremely conservative and only identify simple variation
(SNPs, insertions, deletions) leaving more complex variation
(translocations, inversions) unexamined.
Genomic variation such as translocations and inversions
have been shown to cause many human diseases. Translocations have been shown to be the cause of several different types of cancer, such as Burkitt’s lymphoma [1] and
acute promyelocytic leukemia [?]. They have also been
shown to be associated with schizophrenia [2]. Studying
and identifying different types of genomic polymorphisms
could have impact on two very important fields in biology:
genome wide association studies as well as phylogenetic tree
reconstruction.

A. Genome Wide Association Studies
Commonly, in genome wide association studies (GWAS),
next-generation sequence (NGS) reads are mapped to a
reference genome. Differences, commonly SNPs and indels,
are then identified from the read mapping results. This
method has helped identify and associate many mutations
with different diseases.
Read mapping, however, is a difficult task. More than 10%
of reads were unmapped when mapping 12.2 million reads
to the human genome using the popular Burrows-Wheeler
Aligner [3]. Some of the reads will be left unmapped
due to errors generated during sequencing. Other reads
are left unmapped for unknown reasons. It may be that
some unmapped reads vary significantly from the reference
genome making read mapping difficult.
Mapped reads represent reads that are similar enough to
the reference genome to be mapped with a given set of
parameters. Unmapped reads may contain more interesting
and novel biological information than mapped reads because
these reads diverge enough from the reference genome to remain unmapped. Harnessing unmapped reads enables more
thorough analysis of how individuals within a species differ
and how genomic rearrangements may affect phenotypes.
B. Phylogenetic Tree Reconstruction
Phylogenetic tree reconstruction is often completed
through comparing homologous gene sequences in a group
of species of interest. Identification of homologous genes is
a difficult task and is often a conservative process, allowing
for only gene sequences that are very similar to be clustered
together [4]. This approach is limited because it only allows
for comparing gene sequences instead of comparing whole
genomes [5]. Comparing the entire genome of one species to
another is valuable to see if genomic rearrangements or other
structural variations occurred to the genome. Accounting for

Bruijn graphs by exploiting uniquely occurring kmers in one
sequence as anchor points to merge the graphs.

Figure 1. The construction of a standard de Bruijn Graph. A) The original
sequence. B) sequence broken into kmers (k=4) showing kmer overlap. C)
A de Bruijn graph with edges formed from overlapping kmers.

these genomic variations may serve as a future phylogenetic
signal in future phylogenetic tree reconstruction.
II. M ETHODS
Our method for utilizing unmapped reads and to compare
whole genomes is to construct a relaxed de Bruijn graph that
allows for more complex genomic variation to be observable.
A. Standard de Bruijn Graph
A standard de Bruijn graph is a graph structure that
represents the genome of an organism. de Bruijn graphs
are usually representative of a single species and are commonly used for genome assembly [3], [6]. Beyond genome
assembly, they have also been found to increase the percent
mapped reads when mapping reads to a de Bruijn graph
versus contigs [7].
In a de Bruijn graph, each node represents a unique kmer.
Edges in the graph represent kmer overlaps. The graph is
usually constructed from NGS reads where reads are broken
into kmers and used to populate the graph (see Figure 1).
B. Relaxed de Bruijn Graph
Our relaxed de Bruijn graph differs from a standard de
Bruijn Graph is two major ways:
1) The graph contains sequence information for multiple
species
2) Kmers can occur multiple times in the graph
By relaxing these constraints on the de Bruijn graph,
we are able to identify interesting genomic variation in
a tractable amount of time and space. Conceptually, this
method can be thought of as merging two separate de

Algorithm 1 Initial relaxed de Bruijn graph construction.
1: procedure C ONSTRUCT(seq, k)
2:
Input: DNA sequence seq, kmer length k
3:
Output: kmer counts occs,
index counter curidx,
relaxed de Bruijn graph g
kmer-index reverse lookup table rlookup
4:
occs ← occurrences of each kmer
5:
curidx ← 0
6:
g ← an empty graph
7:
for each kmer kmer in seq do
8:
l ← prefix of kmer
9:
lidx ← curidx
10:
curidx ← curidx + 1
11:
occs[l] ← occrs[l] + 1
12:
rlookup[l] ← lidx
13:
r ← suffix of kmer
14:
ridx ← curidx
15:
curidx ← curidx + 1
16:
occs[r] ← occrs[r] + 1
17:
rlookup[r] ← ridx
18:
g.addedge(lidx, ridx)
19:
end for
20:
return occs, curidx, g
21: end procedure
1) Graph Construction: Our graph construction algorithm is outlined in Algorithm 1, also see Figure 2 for a
visual representation of the graph construction process. After
graph construction, we simplify the graph by collapsing
neighboring nodes in a graph where that path through the
nodes is unambiguous to form unitigs.
2) Implementation: The NetworkX python package [8]
was used for storing and manipulating de Bruijn graphs,
Gephi [9] and Graphviz [10] were used for graph visualization.
III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
A. Mapping Synthetic Reads
We created a synthetic genome (6930 base pairs) from
and inserted the following polymorphisms:
1) Mutation (position 200)
2) Insertion (position 300, 9 base pairs long)
3) Inversion (position 400, 75 base pairs long)
4) Translocation (position 1000, 50 base pairs long originating from position 600)
150 base pair reads were simulated using ART Illumina
[11] at 10x coverage using default settings with no errors
and only in the forward direction. We generated a relaxed de
Bruijn graph from the original 6930 bps reference sequence

Figure 2. Construction method for our relaxed de Bruijn Graph for two reference genome sequences. A and D are two different sequences. B and E
represent the sequence broken into kmers and the graph node IDs assigned to each kmer. C is the initial relaxed de Bruijn graph containing only A. Blue
nodes are unique kmers and red nodes are non-unique kmers occurring in sequence A. F is the resulting relaxed de Bruijn graph once kmers from sequence
D are added. Green nodes and edges are new nodes or edges that were added to the graph. See Algorithm 1 for construction of C and Algorithm 2 for F.

Algorithm 2 Appending new sequences after initial graph
construction.
1: procedure A PPEND (g, occs, curidx, seq, k, rlookup)
2:
Input: initialized relaxed de Bruijn graph g
kmer occurrence counter occs
index counter curidx
DNA sequence seq
kmer length k
kmer-index reverse lookup table rlookup
3:
for each kmer kmer in seq do
4:
l ← prefix of kmer
5:
if occs[l] == 1 then
6:
lidx ← rlookup[l]
7:
else
8:
lidx ← curidx
9:
curidx ← curidx + 1
10:
end if
11:
r ← suffix of kmer
12:
if occs[r] == 1 then
13:
lidx ← rlookup[r]
14:
else
15:
ridx ← curidx
16:
curidx ← curidx + 1
17:
end if
18:
g.addedge(lidx, ridx)
19:
end for
20: end procedure

and these reads using k = 31. The generated graph after
unitig simplification can be seen in Figure 3.
In the simplified graph, the mutation, insertion and inversion form simple bubble structures (graph structure where
a node has multiple outgoing edges to other nodes that
later merge as incoming edges into another node) in the
graph while the translocation forms a much more complex
structure. In these very ideal conditions (all kmers in the
reference sequence are unique, reads with no errors), the
generated graph shows structures that could be used to
generated a phylogenetic signal or for phenotype association
with additional generated graphs from other individuals.
B. Comparing Real Whole Genomes
We compared two real Escherichia coli (strain K12)
genomes that are very similar. We used E. coli K12/MG1655
(U00096.3) and K12/W3110 (NC 007779.1).
Using k = 1001, we generated a relaxed de Bruijn graph
shown in Figure 4. Even with the extremely large k, there
are still repeated kmers in the graph. Cycles caused by
the repeated kmers can be seen in the graph. The graph
constructed from real data where repeats occur is much more
convoluted compared to the synthetic graph.
IV. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this work, we have presented a method for constructing
a unified, relaxed de Bruijn graph that contains more than
one sequence source. The relaxed de Bruijn graph enables
identification of graph structures that may be used as a signal
for phylogenetic tree reconstruction or for use in association
studies for phenotypes.
In the future, we plan to augment our algorithm in
several ways: to be sensitive to sequencing errors as well

Figure 3. Graph structure formed from a synthetic genome and synthetically generated reads after node simplification to unitigs. Graph was constructed
using k = 31. Blue nodes are sequence from the reference genome and green are sequences from synthetically generated NGS reads. Node 7191 contains
a point mutation, node 7187 contains an insertion, node 7188 contains an inversion and the structure that forms from nodes 7185, 7189, and 7190 represent
a translocation.

Figure 4. Relaxed de Bruijn graph for two E. coli genomes (MG1655 and W3110) using k = 1001. Many graph structures appear beyond simple bubbles.
Additional methods are needed for characterization of complex graph structures that form.

as sequenced reads from the reverse direction, be resilient
to repeat kmers, remove uninformative bubbles that form
from the graph construction process, and identify complex
graph structures that form.
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